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Summary1 
The transition to long-term-care is notoriously difficult. A Canadian study conducted a few years 
ago showed that 44% of seniors living in residential care are depressed. In this episode of White 
Coat Black Art, Dr. Brian Goldman talks to Sharon Cooke and Devora Greenspon about what it is 
like to live in a long-term care setting, how they experienced the transition from living 
independently to now living in a care facility, and how this has influenced them.   
 
Duration: 26 min. 29 sec. 
Posted: originally posted December 15, 2017. Re-posted on July 7, 2018. 
 
Find episode here: https://www.cbc.ca/radio/whitecoat/seniors-tell-us-what-it-s-really-like-to-live-
in-long-term-care-1.4450594  
 
Questions for discussion 

• What part of the interview made the biggest impression on you, and why? 
• In your opinion, what can be done to prevent long-term care facilities from becoming a barrier to 

intimate relationships? 
• What do you think families and staff can do to ease the transition to long-term care for new 

residents and to help them through the grieving process?  
• Patient-centred care is a core value in healthcare – including in the long-term care setting. Sharon 

and Devora mention the shortness of staff as the most pressing need that should be addressed in 
long-term care. Do you agree? In your opinion, what should patient centered care in long-term care 
look like?  

• Sharon and Devora are not concerned with raising their voices to advocate for fellow residents if 
they are treated badly.  

o Why do you think some families may have concerns about raising their voice if they feel 
that their loved one’s care is not up to standard? 

o Do you agree that families of residents should interfere and advocate for other residents if 
they see a fellow resident to their loved one being treated inappropriately? 

• Devora’s wish for the future is to move out and to live on her own again, but her kids are against it 
because of the risk of her falling. In your opinion, when should family members and care givers 
intervene if a resident in a long-term care setting chooses to live at risk?   

• Sharon chooses to live in a long-term care setting for the rest of her life because she does not want 
to be a burden to her children. What did you think of this choice? 

                                                 
1 Adapted from summary posted on White Coat, Black Art’s program website.  
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